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Title of Programme/Name of Regulation
Honour School of Philosophy and Modern Languages

Brief note about nature of change: minor update of wording in Year Abroad description

Location of change
In Examination Regulations 2018 (http://www.admin.ox.ac.uk/examregs/2018-19/hsopandmodelang/)

Effective date
For students starting from MT 2019
For first examination in 2020-21

Detail of change
Amend citation reference 1.9 as follows (deleted text struck through, new text underlined)

1.9 Candidates will be expected to carry out during this year abroad such work as their society may require. It is strongly recommended that candidates should apply through the Central Bureau for Educational Visits and Exchanges for an Assistantship, where these are available, and should accept one if offered. Candidates who are not able to obtain an Assistantship should during their year abroad follow a course or courses in an institution or institutions approved by their society, or should spend their time in such other circumstances as are acceptable to their society. Candidates will agree with their College Tutor in advance of their year abroad an independent course of study to be followed during that period.

Candidates should during this year abroad undertake a programme of activity acceptable to their college or society. They will also be expected to carry out during this period such academic work as their society may require. Candidates will agree with their College Tutor in advance of their year abroad an independent course of study to be followed during that...
Explanatory Notes

Updating Year Abroad text in relevant Joint Schools with Modern Languages (= all Joint Schools except EMEL) to accord with the update made for the Honour School of Modern Languages for students starting FHS in MT18 and for the Honour School of Modern Languages and Linguistics for students starting FHS in MT19. The updating of the wording reflects existing practice – it does not represent any change.